
CLAMCLEAT UPGRADE KIT
 How to install the clamcleat adjuster on  
 your Infinity 3.0 Airstyle Pull-Pull Bar



The Upgrade Kit includes the components shown below. 
Some parts from the Pull-Pull System will be reused. 

This Upgrade Kit enables you to equip your INFINITY 3.0 
Airstyle Pull-Pull Bar with a Clamcleat Adjuster. 

1. Disconnect the big steel ring from the safety-endline – keep it for assembling the Clamcleat Adjuster. Pull the 
safety-endline through the Quick Release, bar eyelet and guidance block and set it down within reach. 



4. Keep the following components within reach for the 
assembly of the clamcleat trimmer.  

3. After disassembling the Pull-Pull Adjuster, the   
following components should be spread out.

2. Disconnect the front lines from the Pull-Pull Adjuster. Next open the knot from the depower line and remove the 
Pull-Pull Adjuster as well as the Quick Release.  



5. Pull the end of the depower line through the clamcleat as shown in the picture below. Using the red thin line, pull 
the end of the adjuster line through the loop of the depower line. Tighten the connection. 

6. It is not essential, but if you prefer a stopper ball, add it to the adjuster line. Pull the line through the upper 
bar eyelet as shown below. Connect it to the Quick Release and thread the line through the lower bar eyelet hole. 



7. Some patience may be required when threading the line through the Quick Release. Pull the depower line until the 
line connection is parallel with the clamcleat. Pull the adjuster line back through the stopper ball, if you have added it. 

8. Observe the position of the clamcleat. Push the adjuster line through the first hole in the base and add the small 
steel ring. Pull the line through the other holes as shown. Tighten the line when you reach the line connection.



9. Pull the adjuster line through the low-friction ring of the depower leader line. Next pull the adjuster line through 
the clamcleat. Add the small plastic ball with the large opening facing the end of the adjuster line. 

10. Make a loose knot on the adjuster line and pull the adjuster line through the handle. Add a knot to the end of the 
line to fix the handle (tail length = 10 mm). Fasten the first knot at a position 20 mm behind the handle.



11. Remount the front lines to the depower leader line using a larks head knot. Guide the safety-endline through 
the steel rings and then through the bar eyelet.

12. Using the red thin line, push the safety-endline through the Quick Release. Finally, reconnect the end of the 
safety endline to the steel ring using a larks head knot. Now your Airstyle Control Bar is ready for kiting again. 
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